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Who A re We?
Ren-Form is an integrated print
and digital communication
company that provides clients
with a complete range of print,
technology, marketing and
communication solutions and
services.
We began as a computer forms
supplier in
, but quickly
e panded our capabilities to
continuous speciality forms, litho
commercial print, web variable
data and adding to this our digital
print and architectural services.
We believe that the value of print
lies in effectively communicating
a relevant and targeted message
at the right time, displaying
superior quality whilst delivering
unsurpassed service.
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Litho, continuous and digital
printing is the mainstay of our
business, but we also rely on
technology to give clients
access to a wide array of digital
communications in an ever
changing environment. Driven by
innovation, our team is constantly
evolving with clients’ needs and
using latest technology to help
them boost their communication
and business abilities.
Over time, we have developed
our digital marketing services,
allowing us to offer clients the
latest integrated communication
solutions. Such as web portals,
web to print shops, bespoke
e-fulfillment solution and digital
architecture.
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Mi s si o n & Go od Va lues
To be the leading supplier of litho
graphic, web, continuous and
digital print provider in the local
chosen market and globally
- through innovation and
enhancement of customer
productivity with systems and
service solutions.
Elect to be a market-focused,
customer-centered organization
that develops and delivers
innovative solutions to our
customers, consistently outperform
our competitors and provide
a dynamic and challenging
environment for our employees.
We bring together technology,
materials, machinery and
human ingenuity to create
world-class printing and products.
Our products inform, persuade,
educate and delight millions of
consumers and business people
in South Africa and worldwide.
They in turn help our clients do
better work, increase revenue and
prosper.
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Our aim is to be an
environmentally minded printer
using the most eco-friendly
papers available;
reducing toxic chemicals, waste
ink, and solvents where possible,
be willing to use soy or other
vegetable inks without any price
premium; educating our customers
about how to reduce a projects
environmental impact and
providing safe working conditions
for our employees.

To advance the interest of
our staff in the workplace
through education and skills
development.
We believe that all human beings
have a right to dignity and
respect. All resources are a gift to
be shared equally by all men and
women regardless of their race,
nationality or religion. Creating
a better environment where
people feel valued, included and
involved, is a mission all at RenForm strive to achieve and live by.
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ISO

9001 : 20 15

As leading players in the printing
and packaging markets in South
and Southern Africa, Ren-Form and
Ren-Flex respectively have to take
extreme measures to ensure customer
satisfaction.
Part of this involves meeting the
requirements of those customers who,
themselves, have achieved standardised
accreditation. The process of adopting
a standard such as IS
is quite a
lengthy one and requires considerable
attention to detail, dedicated operating
procedures and strict control. Given
the fact that achieving accreditation
requires e ternal oversight means that
it is not good enough to do the bare
minimum, you have to meet all of the
requirements - no matter how stringent.
There is the perception that ISO
accreditation is simply related to
improving efficiencies with a view to
reducing costs. While this is one of the
benefits which can be accrued from
the process, it is not the only, or even
the most important, benefit. In actual
fact the main benefit is not felt by
the company itself, but rather by its
customers.
Ren-Form and Ren-Fle will obviously
reap the benefits of smoother operation
and the reduction of risk resulting
from lower levels of waste, improved
performance from all players and
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satisfied customers, but it is our customers
who will see a more efficient service
provider, faster turnaround of their jobs
and improved quality in every aspect of
their work.
All our processes encompasses and
comprises all external players including
suppliers, outsourced service providers
and customers. This gives customers
peace-of-mind knowing that they can
e pect the very best service and quality
from every stage of the production
cycle, irrespective of whether it is
handled internally or externally.
The result of all of this hard work is that
Ren-Form and Ren-Fle have become
two of the first companies in printing and
packaging industry to achieve the ISO
9001:2015 accreditation.
As previously stated, ISO accreditation
is not a destination but a journey and
one which has very clearly marked
milestones. Each one of our companies
will have to face a new audit to
determine whether the standards are
being maintained.
Having achieved such lofty heights, RenForm and Ren-Flex are now in the ideal
position to reap the rewards associated
with accreditation – including attracting
new customers who want to be linked
with quality of the highest standard. Will
you be one of them
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What ’ s I n I t For You...
At Ren-Form we believe customers
choose us because of the value we
bring to our long-term partnerships.
Our primary focus is to always
understand your business, identify
your unique needs and develop
bespoke solutions to meet your unique
needs and goals. Our people provide
professional exceptional print solutions
thereby enhancing the value of your
brands. So what is in this for you...

Exceptional Customer Care
We've nurtured a corporate culture
that emphasizes customer care. Think
of us as an e tension of your business or
organi ation, thus enabling your business
to run more efficiently. With total peace
of mind you focus on your company's
message and goal, whilst we work to
create the product that successfully
communicates your message.

Solutions Oriented Associates
To best serve you we assure you of
the best talent on the job. ur largest
investment to date has been to ensure
we only have the best qualified and
professionalism on the team to best
serve you. Beyond years of practical
experience, our craftsmen, account
managers and sales professionals
continually hone their skills with ongoing
training to provide your organization
with value-added solutions.
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Superior Quality
Our GOAL... to strive for continuous
improvement on an ongoing basis. This
applies to all aspects of our operations
by undertaking a number of world
class manufacturing processes and
improvement initiatives.

Leading Technologies & Equipment
We have as is evident in our
Achievements invested significantly,
e panding our production capabilities
in pre press, post-press, on-line ordering,
e-fulfillment, digital and security printing
operations.
At Ren-Form we are committed to
improving and innovating our products
and processes to best serve you. Since
inception, we have continually strived to
provide the highest level of print quality
and service in our chosen markets. Our
company is a place where innovation
is valued, learning is encouraged, and
creating solutions is e pected. Above
all it's a place where superior customer
service and quality are top priority.
Please feel free to call and experience
the Ren-Form touch.
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What D rive s Our Pa s s ion
Why we are here?
We work with a wide variety of
clients from individuals with small
businesses, to large companies and
agencies, local governments and
education establishments.

To list a few:
Major Corporates
Standard Bank, ABSA Bank, PRASA
(Metro-Rail), Telecommunications
Industry, ACSA, Courier Industry,
SAP , SAA, ashua, Liberty
Life,Tiger Brands, ID Group and
many more.
Government / Semi and
parastatal Government Printing
Works, Independent Electoral
Commission, South African Police
Service, Provincial Government,
Department of Home Affairs,
ousing, Education to mention but
a few.
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International
United Nations and various clients
across the African Continent.
Customers trust Ren-Form to make
their ideas come to life. In order
to make that happen, we have
invested in a line-up of printing
equipment that allow us to meet
or exceed a wide range of
commercial printing requirements.
In today’s busy business world we
only get one chance to make a
first impression and that is what top
quality commercial printing is all
about.
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Pro d u cts & Tec hnology
• Bar-coding

Our Products

sed on a o s od s
es e all on a lls o e
ans o a on nd s and
census questionnaires)

• Security Printing

(Ballot Papers, Examination
Question Papers, License Forms,
es e
a es o
es
etc.)

• Continuous Business Forms

Manuals

• Corporate Stationery

e e eads o l en sl s
eye-line paper, consol paper,
etc.)

• Pay Envelopes

a o s
es n l d n
lass ne and o ess e
seal n
o
l

o

les
l ed

s ee o on eels

• Airtime vouchers and scratch
cards

• Tickets and Tags

e s and a s n l d n
a a e a s a ne s
and
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• Calendars, desk pads and
diaries

•
•
•
•

Annual Reports
Mailing
E-Fulfillment
Campaigns - Print, Mail, Email,
and SMS

• Augmented Reality
• Business Cards

a se s and
e eo

• Laser Forms

ariable and personali ed data
printing

• Posters, pamphlets and leaflets
• Brochures, Magazines and

(Invoices, Delivery Notes,
Statements, etc.)

• Snap Sets

•

e

By using a single company for all
your requirements there is a saving
in time, a reduction in problem
bottlenecks and an ability to make
budgets go further.
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L itho & Sh e etfed Print
With our litho offset printing options
we give our customers real value
by providing e ceptional quality
for print jobs that have a direct
impact on their business. That’s why
we count prestigious organizations
across the globe among our
customers.
With several decades of
experience in commercial printing,
we understand that every print job
must deliver on the ideas and vision
of the client. That is why our team
carefully examines each order and
involves our clients from start to
finish, taking budgets into account,
and striving to fulfill customer needs
every step of the way.
Empowering customers’ ideas to
come to life, we have a range
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of printing equipment that allow
us to meet and exceed any
commercial printing requirements,
ensuring speed and efficiency while
maintaining the utmost in print
quality.
ur e tensive bindery and finishing
department is able to
coat your
litho prints giving them a high-gloss
or matte laminate protective finish.
In addition to standard coil,
, and wiro binding, we also
offer saddle-stitching, perfect
binding and pur binding. We can
also produce custom laminated
tabs, die-cutting, pocket folders,
padding and foam core mounting.
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IML
With an already established line-up
of printing equipment that meets a
wide range of commercial printing
requirements, Ren-Form has taken
the ambitious step to set up a
cutting-edge in-mould label IML
production company called RenFlex.
Ren-Form has a strong local history
in rotary printing, therefore the
migration from paper to plastic
printing has been a seamless
process.
The Ren-Flex factory is housed in
a specially-designed temperature
controlled factory. The impressive
equipment line-up includes a
Drent oebel ision nine-colour
web offset press, with three e tra
fle o stations, manufactured by
Drent and supported by olland-
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based D Press Services. Designed
specifically for IML applications, the
Ren-Flex press can reach up to a
speed of
m minute and is fitted
with a Harris & Bruno varnish unit,
in-line perforation and a Martins
Automatic continuous splice system
at the front. Three ultra modern
Schober automated die-cutting
machines – only the second in
Africa ensures top quality label
finishing.
All Ren-Flex technicians and
machine operators have been
factory trained by the machinery
principals and there’s a dedicated
in-house maintenance crew that
has local access to critical spare
parts. Each supplier also provides
24-hour electronic assistance if
required.
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S ecu rit y Print S pec ia lists
Unrivaled expertise and experience
in anti-counterfeiting strategies,
processes and products to
satisfy the toughest product
authentication and tracking
challenges
We are renowned for our security
printing and have successfully
completed many comprehensive
security risk management and audit
certified compliance inspections.
We also have the most advanced
anti-forgery design system with
high-resolution printing output.
Special papers and inks are used
in many of the products and are
monitored by dedicated staff for
both quality and quantity.

Our security product lines are
diverse and include amongst other,
speciality forms for various Revenue
Services across the continent,
Elections Ballots Papers and
Electoral forms, Identification and
Passport Application Forms, Train
Tickets, Scratch ards, Waybills,
Vehicle Registration Forms and
License Discs, Tally Rolls, and Pin
Mailers.
We have pioneered and invented
bespoke security printing solutions
to give our clients across multiple
industry sectors the maximum
protection against advanced fraud
on paper documents.
Product Range as per Website.
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D i g ita l Pri nting
Ren-Form was one of the influential
few in taking the initial step to installing
their iGen 3 in South Africa in 2007.
Subsequent to that we have the latest
HP7800 Digital Production Press offering
our clients the latest up-to-date digital
technology.
Many would know the benefits of digital
printing – cost-effective short runs, fast
turnarounds, print on demand, the ability
to personalize, direct marketing speaking
and marketing to a person 1:1, higher
productivity, reduced cost and so on.
But the digital landscape is changing
constantly, and new technologies and
capabilities continue to emerge and
evolve as to the capabilities on digital
print. Ren-Form and its partners are
proud to bring all this and more to the
South African market being one of the
leaders and innovators in the
SA market.
In today’s market, businesses anticipates
their print partner to have the latest
technology and adhere to the latest
trends and digital marketing strategies.
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24 / 7

Thus making it essential for printers to
produce cost-effective, high-quality,
short-run colour printing in the tightest
imaginable time frames usually in a
day or two, sometimes within hours.
This means you can make last-minute
decisions and safely meet critical
deadlines.
As part of our digital print services,
Ren-Form offers several key benefits

A cost-effective solution:
Without the need to create a plate for
every image, your business can print
small or large quantities of brochures,
flyers and business cards more costeffectively, and you can print on a vast
array of media.

Personalised printing:
Every print can be personali ed to
include unique content, such as your
customer’s name, and relevant images.
Personalized marketing helps improve
the response rate because people are
more likely to engage with content
that’s relevant to their interests.
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H e W h o H a s Data W ins
Variable Data Printing

XMPie Campaign & Personalization

With this application you can
add tremendous value to any
static document by suggesting
personali ation enable DP ariable
Data Printing). Customers can
now add promotional material to
transactional document such as
bills, statements, cross selling and
marketing without having to add any
additional sheets. From a marketing
perspective of view targeted direct
mail pieces and other marketing
communication have been shown to
be more effective when personali ed.
VDP information has everything to do
with names and numbers, addresses,
purchasing data and other specific,
targeted information. Other terms
you may hear are 1:1 Marketing,
Bespoke, Direct Marketing and
Mass Communication. Results are
astounding and as much as 45% ROI
opposed to the mail merge 15 – 10%.

Ren-Form and XMPie bring you the
world’s leading solution for datadriven cross-media (print, sms, email
and web pages personali ation.
Its primary application is to enable
and manage variability of te t,
images, charts, logos and graphs,
which is especially important in
today’s increasingly competitive and
cluttered marketing environment.
Today’s customers are demanding
these value-added services as part of
printing and fulfilment contracts, as
a result of the dramatically improved
response rates they can achieve
versus static print—improvements
ranging from
using basic
personalization to over 500% with a
campaign including variable te t
and images driven by a database,
according to a recent RIT study.
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Co nti n u o u s Bus ines s Forms
Ren-Form was predominantly known in
the past as “the” computer continuous
business form supplier. Since inception
Ren-Form has been the elite supplier
of speciali ed and comple business
forms. However that didn’t stop us from
becoming one of the largest payslip,
security forms and business form suppliers
in South Africa.
We are proud to have the most
sophisticated and innovative equipment
ensuring you get the latest and highest
quality business forms in the country. ur
production plant consist of a number of
collating machinery, numbering, MI R
printing, gluing, and sheeting facilities.
Today we can supply our customers just
about any type of continuous stationery
that they may need with printing in up
to any amount of colours on paper,
including carbonless, from gsm to
240gsm.
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Products in this line include continuous
invoices, delivery notes, receipts,
statements, purchase orders, requisition
forms, tickets, payslips, certificates of
assurance, renewal notices, remittance
advices, bills of e change, registration
cards, acknowledgment cards, and
all sorts of office forms that one could
possibly require, including blank or ruled
computer paper.
We pride ourselves to have the sole
distribution rights in Sub Sahara Africa
and South Africa for the Hydalam
continuous pin mailer forms and we are
especially proud of our sealed payslips
production plant where confidentiality of
the computer generated information is a
requirement.
If it’s a business form Ren-Form can do
it. After all we’re not called the forms
leader for nothing.
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E - Fu lfi l m e nt & Web-to-Print
A complete e-fulfilment
solution, from website
integration and storage to
pick and pack, distribution
and returns handling. We
work to an agreed SLA and
provide on-line reports so
you remain in control.
• Your customers place
their print orders on
your website or one
that we design for you.
• We receive notification
of orders through web
integration or batch file
download.
• We print off pick notes
and pick the orders
from your stock held in
our warehouse.
• We pack the print
orders using the
most appropriate
packaging.
• We dispatch the orders
using a range of postal
and courier services.
SA and lobal
• We provide on-line
access to reports so
you can keep track of
orders, stock and order
fulfillment.

What Web-to-Print can do for your
organization:
Brand Consistency
Set and control amendments to your CI rules and
make any changes on one personalized portal.

Customized Content

Allow different provinces, regional representatives
or administrators or franchisees to personalize the
marketing collateral to their provincial CI.

Digital Asset Management
Keep all of your marketing collateral and digital assets
in one place on a secure web easy to manage your
brand from any location.

Control of Time
Save time by streamlining and centrali ing company
ordering procurement process.

Save Money and Add to Bottom-line
Reap the benefits of print on demand”
by printing only what you need.

Budget Control
Set up provincial and branch budgets for each
department to ensure budget constraints are kept
and adhered to.

Inventory Control
Keep track of all material as and when needed managed by one administrator anywhere any time.

Approval Process
ne administrator per branch or one centrali ed
administrator that can release or approve purchasing
by a click of a mouse.
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Au g m e nte d R ea lity
What is Augmented Reality?

Blippar for Business

Augmented reality (AR) refers to
technology that allows for digital
information – videos, photos, links and
games, to be displayed on top of real
world items when viewed through the
lens of a smartphone, tablet or wearable
device. Augmented reality is hidden
content, most commonly hidden behind
marker images, that can be included
in printed and film media, as long as
the marker is displayed for a suitable
length of time, in a steady position for
an application to identify and analyze
it. A mobile phone’s camera identifies
and interprets a marker. The software
analyses the marker and creates a
virtual image overlay on the mobile
phone’s screen.

Shaping the way people connect
with the world, with brands and with
each other Blippar harnesses image
recognition, augmented reality and
computer vision technology to bring
the physical world to life through smart
devices. With the Blippar app, you
can interact with consumers through
everyday objects to enhance brand
communications and utility with digital
e perience, called blipps”.

What is Blippar?
lippar is the first visual discovery browser
using augmented reality and image
recognition technology to transform
how people connect with the world. It
reveals the magic beneath the surface.
When people are curious about objects
or brands, they blipp them, and they
instantly discover useful and entertaining
content on their mobile device.
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lippar deepens and inspires brand
conversations and fulfills your marketing
objectives lippar connects brands to
people with interest in their products by
deepening and inspiring conversations
through blipps. lippar takes everyday
products and transforms them into
content-rich, consumer-centric
interactive experiences. Augmented
Reality Deepening engagement,
broadening reach and increasing sales.
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S mar tstrea m Mos a ic
The Magic of Mosaic
Smartstream Mosaic software is
the newest and most innovative
variable printing offering and is a
personalisation application that
enables thousands, hundreds
of thousands or even millions of
designs to be created from a
limited number of original designs.
Features include: taking your
brands digitally printed product,
from calendars to catalogues or
even your corporate stationery,
giving it a unique design all
originating from one core seed file,
making your brand interactive and
one-of-a-kind.
o longer is it only big brands that
can achieve design variation on a
massive scale. Brands all worldwide
are already using Mosaic to create
memorable labels with printed
marketing material to make their
customers feel like individuals as
it gets them to interact with their
brand.
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Smartstream Mosaic is now in South
Africa!
Ren-Form has just brought Mosaic
to the market and we are here to
help you get that extra edge when
it comes to creating the perfect
printed solution.

How does Mosaic work?
SmartStream Mosaic uses a vector
PDF files as input. It then generates
a large number of distinctive
variations by randomly transforming
the file,using scaling, transposition,
and rotating the combinations
of high-resolution vector art files.
The resulting graphics that are
generated produce endless
variations of unique designs all
within in a common theme.
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Co m p a ny H i g hlights
2004
• Installation of A2 Komori Sheet Fed
•
•
•

Press.
Installation of full colour Muller
Martini Continuous Press.
Establishment of computer to plate
division.
Printed million ballots South
African elections.

2005
• Installation of Digital Kodak Heads
•
•
•

for on-line variable data printing.
Installation of Hunkeler Finishing
machine.
Printed million ballots for ganda
referendum.
Awarded contract to print passport
application forms.

2006
• Installation of New 8 Colour Drent

•
•
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ision Printing Press fully equipped
with Sheeter and on-line Digital
odak eads for ariable Data
Printing.
Printed million ballots ganda
Presidential and Parliamentary
elections.
Printed million ballots DR Round
1 and 2 elections.

• Printed
•
•
•

million ballots South Africa
local elections.
Printed 11 million voter registration
forms Nigeria.
Acquiring of adjoining building to
double factory si e.
Awarded contract from MTN for their
continuous printing.

2007
• Awarded contract for SA Lotto forms
•
•

– initial print 200 million, thereafter 20
million per month.
Printed million ballots for igeria
Elections.
Establishment of Digital Printing
Division- Installation of new Xerox
iGen Digital Press.

2008
• Installation of brand new Muller

Concepta 6 colour press with Flexo
unit and on line die cutting.

2009
• Installation of Brand new Oce
•
•

variable data press.
Awarded contract from Standard
Bank South Africa for their
continuous stationery.
Printed 4 copies of the S.A. Voter’s
roll (6.5 million Images).

• Printed . million ballots SA
•
•
•
•
•
•

national elections.
Printed . million ballots SA
auteng Provincial ballots.
Awarded contract from Telkom
to print their Pre-Formed account
paper and salary advice slips.
Awarded contract to print various
voter registration material for
Mo ambique.
Currently printing Metrorail Train
Tickets nationally since 2002.
Printed 3.1 million examination
papers for the ambian E amination
Council.
Printed . million ballot papers for
the amibia ational and Provincial
elections.

2010
• Printed 59.2 million National
•

•
•

Assembly ballot papers for
UNDP-Sudan.
Printed 46 million communal,
24 million presidential and 22 million
deputes election ballot papers for
UNDP Burundi.
Awarded contract to print Volunteer
Training Manuals and ertificates for
FIFA 2010 World Cup.
Printed . million ballot papers for
amibia regional and local authority
election.
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Co m p a ny H i g hlights c ont.
2011
• Installation of a brand new
•

•
•

2015
colour

Drent Vision Printing Press.
Ballot Paper Printing:
- Printing of 31 million S.A. Ballots
for IEC.
- DRC 13 million Ballots and
10 million Results Slips.
- Nigeria 45 million Ballots and
15 million Results Slips.
- Liberia , million allots.
Installation of 1st Kodak Prosper
ariable Data Inline Inkjet eads.
Print ballot papers for elections in
Uganda, DRC, South Africa, Nigeria
and Liberia.

2012
• Establishment of Ren-Fle for
•

in-mould labeling production.
Printing of ballot papers and results
forms for Sierra Leone - 12,7 million.

2013
• Printed ballot papers for Swa iland,
•

Madagascar and Mo ambique.
Installation of the first i en
in
Africa and MEA.

• Printed million ballot papers for
•
•

2016
• Printed
•
•

Guinea-Bissau, South Africa
provincial election and tripartite
elections in Malawi.
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million ballot papers
comprising of 1600 different artworks
for South Africa’s General Elections.
Printed 54 million Voter Registration
cards and lamination pouches for
the DRC.
76 000 Ballot Papers for Seychelles
Provincial Elections.

2017
• Re-launch Ren-Flex.
• IS
ontification.

2018
• Printed Ballot Papers and Result
•

2014
• Printed ballot papers for Lesotho,

ambia Presidential election, urundi
Legislative and Presidential elections.
Voter registration forms for Central
African Republic.
oter registers for ambia - sets.

•

Sheets for Sierra Leone including
Presidential Run-off.
Printed Ballot Papers and Result
Sheets for Guinea Communal
Elections.
Printed 8.5 million Voter Cards for
Mo ambique.
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O u r Ma na g e ment Tea m

Thomas du Sart
Managing Director
Tommy, as most in the industry fondly
yet respectfully know him is the CEO of
Ren-Form. e has a variety of hobbies
and adrenaline activities that he like
to partake in, however these skills and
talents are nothing compared to his
skills in the business arena. e began
working for Ren-Form in production,
where he continued to work his way up
in the management structure. The then
owner of Ren-Form afforded him the
opportunity to show his true potential
and become the business man and
entrepreneur he was meant to be.
Tommy became partner and then took
the bold step to acquire Ren-Form
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as a whole in 1989. A true crisis and
change management expert within
the business, finance, and the ability to,
innovate, map and actuali e equitable
and innovative solutions, that generate
immense wealth across the Ren-Form
operations. A persuasive coach and
industry leader, deftly influencing
and negotiating at the highest levels,
e tracting ma imum value from project
teams and his management teams and
building cross-organi ational cohesion
through positive directional leadership.
He is an ethical advisor with unwavering
integrity. That is our formidable leader
and CEO Tommy du Sart.

Damien du Sart
General Manager
Damien du Sart is part of the Ren-Form
family institution, and has assimilated
his passion for print and the Ren-Form
business from his father Tommy du Sart.
Commencing his career at Ren-Form as
a Continuous Planner in 2001, he worked
his way up the ranks, and solidified his
role in the Management Team. Damien
has proven to be a true Leader with
unaffected passion, drive and ambition.
Possessing excellent management skills
Damien is able to direct, manage and
supervise all planning, production and
scheduling activities. Well adverse to
spot issues and opportunities before
others, and he has extensive knowledge
of key issues like stock management,
cost control and effective labor
scheduling.

Most recently Damien was promoted
to General Manager of Ren-Form and
his responsibilities changed overnight
to that of Key Decision Maker. Backed
by years of e perience, guidance from
Management, leadership and molding
from our E , we are confident that
Damien will lead Ren-Form into the
next generation of print. Damien holds
various qualifications amongst Pg. ert.
usiness Project Management, Pg. ert.
Management Development, Supervisory
and Management Principles, Pg. Dip.
Project Management. e is currently
studying towards his Management
Advanced Program qualification.
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O u r Ma na g e ment Tea m c ont .

Albe Naude
Sales Manager Ren-Flex
Albe aude has been involved with
Ren-Form since 2009 as a Consultant and
assumed his role as COO of Ren-Form
in August 2010. Serving as CEO in the
weight measurement and sales industry
from
to
, Albe came to the
decision to transform his career path
and turned his attention to print which
proved to be the start of many sleepless
nights and substantiated to be the
challenge he was hoping for. Pioneering
Turnaround Executive optimizing holistic,
integrated change across all areas of
operations Albe had his work cut out for
him. In the past and present, Albe led
teams to deliver phenomenal profits,
sustainable
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business growth, and being the change
agent for rapid launch of industryleading new products, services and
sales. Albe proved to be a fearless
change agent fuel-injected with
enthusiasm, envisioning and executing
game-changing turnarounds FAST, get
returns
W and bullet-proof companies
against the economic tsunami forces
driving today’s highly volatile local
and global markets. It was Albe’s
responsibility to bring about change in
Ren-Form, ensuring a healthy, ignition
of strong leadership across all levels
and enable good and knowledgeable
people to have a secure future.

JP du Sart
Sales Director
Jean Pierre or JP as all knows him is
the Sales Director at Ren-Form cc.
e manages and is directly responsible
for the daily operations of sales both
local, and international. Solving
everyday problems, quickly and
effectively and finding new and
innovative ways to make the company
more sales and solutions orientated
thus ensuring a good coordination
between all Ren-Form operational
and sales services. JP’s role as Sales
Director ensures the implementation and
monitoring of continuous improvement
programs/processes. In addition JP
manages a network of independent

sale agents across the African Continent.
Despite his busy schedule he also
serves on the entral hamber oard
of the Printing Federation of South
Africa. JP matriculated in 1981 and
later graduated with a Higher National
Diploma in Electrical Engineering in 1986.
P has a strong background in ontract
Management and Project Management
and has proven to successfully Manage
multi million rand dollar projects with
ease and flair. P has been fortunate to
have traveled to 46 countries due to the
nature of his work and of course when
holidaying.
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O u r Ma na g e ment Tea m c ont .

Ryan Calvert
Sales Manager
If you had told Ryan in 2010
commencing his career with Ren-Form,
that he would be Sales Manager of
Ren-Form Sales in 2017, he would have
probably grinned, deliberated and
said bet your life on it.
Ryan’s experience in print production,
job planning and daily sales operations
was gained by working his way up the
ranks from sales support, estimator,
production planner to the accomplished
and respected manager he is today.
is focus and personality being one of
his greatest assets in achieving goals
with un-relentless focus on getting teams
and people to perform at their best and
a continuous drive to advance business
processes.
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“Success in golf depends less on strength
of body more on strength of mind and
character” and this passionate golfer
and footballer has plenty of that.
is hands-on problem-solving ability
coupled with his appetite for new
challenges, affirms why Ryan is the firm
favorite amongst our customers when
dealing with Ren-Form.
His formal experience include a National
Diploma in Print Management, Diploma
in Business Management and a Printing
and Packaging Management Diploma
gained through the Printing Federation
of South Africa through CPUT.

Erika Hearnshaw
Digital Marketing Manager
Erika has been fortunate to have had the
opportunity to develop a well-rounded
skill set that includes digital strategy,
branding awareness, performance
marketing, search engine marketing
(SEM), search engine optimization (SEO),
CRM, copy writing audience research
and analysis, web analytics, media
buying and planning, social marketing,
and mobile marketing SMS, Email,
Web apps . While her primary focus is in
digital marketing, her skill set is balanced
out by successful work e perience in
cross media marketing, magazines,
direct mail, creative design, audience
research, and software development.

Starting her print and publishing career
in 1994 Erika, was soon seconded to
work at Xerox as their Production Digital
Specialist before moving to Dubai in
2004 where she started a Relocations
Business. Later selling her share in the
business she started working for osta
Coffee Middle East as the Business
Support Manager. Returning to SA, Erika
worked as a Sales and Digital Marketing
Manager before being headhunted
to fulfill her current role at Ren-Form as
Digital Marketing and Solutions Manager.
Erika holds a PgDip in Digital Marketing,
PgDip ertified ualification in Sales
and Marketing Management and a
ertificate in Advanced Management
Practices.
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B E E S tatu s - Level
“For to be free is not merely to cast off
one’s chains, but to live in a way that
respects and enhances the freedom of
others.” Nelson Mandela
Words spoken by one of South Africa’s
most formidable leaders and words that
can be echoed by Ren-Form’s Tommy
du Sart and Eric du Sart. Together they
make a formidable team overseeing
the day-to-day Management of RenForm. As Tommy and Eric come from
a PDI background, they are very
aware of past inequalities and how
imperative it is to be fair and just in all
your dealings with your fellow man.
Rated a Level 7 contributor by EMEX
one of South Africa’s leading economic
empowerment rating agencies,
Ren-Form is a proud contributor to
the growing South Africa PDI list of
companies.
Adding to this Ren-Form conducts a
stringent sustainable development policy
that puts its economic, social, societal
and environmental performance into
perspective with regard to its business
activities. As a company, Ren-Form
is committed to transformation and
adding value beyond the bottom-line
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contributing to the development of their
team, and the industry and South Africa
at large. Skills development and training
is a priority at Ren-Form and substantial
investment is significant in the training
of employees as well as enhancing the
standard of the industry we operate
in. 2015 marks the start of our “The
Apprentice” program whereby we in
devour to take young apprentices from
previously disadvantaged communities
and put them through the paces to
become a fully-fledged machine minder
or operator.
Ren-Form’s aim is to provide
opportunities for all and encourage
growth and development by creating an
effective functional working environment
that is beneficial and profit table to all.
In the words of a great leader:
In the words of a great leader:
“And as we let our own light shine,
we unconsciously give other people
permission to do the same”.
Nelson Mandela
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‘We’re n ot c o mp etito r - o b s e s sed, we’ re custom er- obsessed.
We sta r t with wh at th e c u stom er wants and work backwards.’
- Jeff Bez os

‘A bra n d fo r a c o mp a ny is like a reputation for a person.
Yo u ea rn re p utatio n by tr yin g to do hard things well.’
- Jeff Bez os
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